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The MIT Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 376 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 7.0in. x
0.7in.Our intuition tells us that we, our conscious selves, cause our own voluntary acts. Yet
scientists have long questioned this; Thomas Huxley, for example, in 1874 compared mental events
to a steam whistle that contributes nothing to the work of a locomotive. New experimental
evidence (most notable, work by Benjamin Libet and Daniel Wegner) has brought the causal status
of human behavior back to the forefront of intellectual discussion. This multidisciplinary collection
advances the debate, approaching the question from a variety of perspectives. The contributors
begin by examining recent research in neuroscience that suggests that consciousness does not
cause behavior, offering the outline of an empirically based model that shows how the brain causes
behavior and where consciousness might fit in. Other contributors address the philosophical
presuppositions that may have informed the empirical studies, raising questions about what can
be legitimately concluded about the existence of free will from Libets and Wegners experimental
results. Others examine the effect recent psychological and neuroscientific research could have on
legal, social, and moral judgments of responsibility and blame -- in situations including A
Clockwork Orange-like scenario of behavior...
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An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. This really is for those who statte that there had not been a worth reading. Your way of
life span will be convert when you comprehensive reading this book.
-- Effie Douglas-- Effie Douglas

A fresh e-book with a new viewpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am happy to explain how here is the very best
ebook i actually have study during my individual lifestyle and may be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Diana Flatley-- Diana Flatley
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